FACT SHEET 2022
THE TRAVEL
INSURANCE YOU’RE
LOOKING FOR
ISN’T INSURANCE

WH AT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
Travel insurance and a Global Rescue membership are
not the same thing. A Global Rescue membership is
more than financial protection. Travel insurance policies
are only designed to protect your wallet.
Nobody wants to imagine an emergency abroad.
When the unexpected happens, you want the team of
medical and security experts at Global Rescue to be
there for you.
There is a reason why more than one million members
trust Global Rescue, including NASA, U.S. Ski &
Snowboard and National Geographic.

GLOBAL RESCUE MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
Field rescue, including COVID-19
We get you from the point of illness or injury to the nearest
appropriate medical facility. With no distance requirement,
our rescue services are available whether you’re close to
home (up to $15,000) or on the other side of the world (up to
$500,000 total).
Hospital transport
If you need a higher level of care or advanced ongoing care,
we transport (or repatriate if necessary) members to their
home hospital of choice.
Medical and security advisory services
Our operations centers are staffed by experienced nurses,
paramedics and military special operations veterans.
Travel assistance
Whether it’s a language barrier during an emergency or a
lost passport, Global Rescue travel assistance can help with
unexpected issues.
In-house expertise
Speak to an in-house Global Rescue expert on the first call.
Personalized communications, recommendations and
responses continue until your emergency is resolved.
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Destination reports and alerts
Travel advisories and destination reports for 215 countries
and principalities, including daily COVID-related information as
well as destination-specific risk assessments and restrictions.

TOTALCARESM
BENEFITS INCLUDE
The Same Care Team

Consultations Included

World-class Elite Medical Group doctors are part of

Instead of high fees for an urgent care

the same practice. This approach ensures continuity

or emergency room visit, TotalCare consultations

of care — you always get an EMG physician,

are included in your membership (and only $45 for

which sets TotalCare apart from other services.

additional consults).

Anywhere, Anytime Access

Prescriptions, Labs and Imaging

Whether it’s the middle of the night or you’re many

Board-certified doctors are licensed in all 50 states

miles from home, access is available.

with the ability to prescribe and order labs or
diagnostic imaging.

24/7/365 Travel Services
Expert advisory from our in-house staff of nurses
and critical care trained paramedics, insight from
U.S. based doctors and recommendations for the
best access to care.

Specialty Consultations
For second opinions, EMG doctors will facilitate
full case coordination, including secure transfer of
medical information, expert communication and
follow up.
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Global Rescue LLC provides technical and administrative services to Elite Medical Group, P.C. (“Elite Medical”), a professional corporation owned by licensed physicians that
employs or contracts with physicians licensed to practice medicine where medical services are provided. Global Rescue LLC does not provide medical care. Consultations,
prescriptions, lab work and imaging services may be subject to restrictions based on applicable laws and regulations where you are located at the time of request. Elite Medical
physicians reserve the right to deny care for potential or actual misuse of services. TotalCare and the TotalCare logo are service marks of Global Rescue LLC. All Rights Reserved.
©2022 Global Rescue LLC. Please review the Member Services Agreement for terms conditions and restrictions that apply. terms conditions and restrictions that apply.

